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they always remained. They were monks of a new variety, adapted
to the new society which had grown up in the towns. The Bene-
dictine monks of earlier days had withdrawn from the world to
seek their own salvation, and lived in the country without troubling
themselves about the laity. The mendicant and preaching friars
settled in the towns, with the object of seeking the salvation of the
laity by living among them, so as to preach the Christian doctrines
and set the example of a Christian Hfe devoted to religion. Their
needs were limited to a lodging in a humble house in the town
and the alms of the faithful. They soon adopted the role of preach-
ers, confessors, and counsellors, which had been very badly filled
by the secular priests. They stimulated the faith of believers by
their sermons in the vernacular and acquired an influence over
the inhabitants of the towns far superior to that of the secular
clergy.
jthe universities
While this new type of regular clergy was assisting the Church
to re-establish its authority over the laity, a new variety of secular
clerks was creating a system of education by which the intellectual
Hfe of France and Europe was to be formed. This was the work
of the clergy of the schools, occupying various grades in the Church
either as monks, priests, or tonsured clerks exercising no ecclesias-
tical functions.
The only education, that had survived in France in the eleventh
century was in the schools intended for the training of priests or
monks in connection with the cathedral church of a bishop or in
certain of the great abbeys. This education followed the grouping
which had grown up during the fourth century in the Roman
schools, consisting in the seven liberal arts, grouped in two classes.
The first and more important, the trivium (or 'three ways3),
included grammar, which consisted in the study of a few Latin
authors; rhetoric, which taught Latin verse and prose compo-
sition; and dialectic, which was confined to the study of a few
scraps of Plato and Aristotle translated into Latin. The second
group, the quadriviim (or Tour ways5), was made up of a rudimen-
tary knowledge of music (that is, church singing); arithmetic,
which was used for keeping accounts; geometry, which amounted
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